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Aristotélēs; Estagira, 384 a.C. – Atenas, 322 a.C.



  

His father, Nicomachus, died when Aristotle was a child, and he was brought up by a guardian. At 
seventeen or eighteen years of age he joined Plato's Academy in Athens and remained there until 
the age of thirty-seven (c. 347 BC). Shortly after Plato died, Aristotle left Athens and, at the request 
of Philip II of Macedon, tutored his son Alexander the Great beginning in 343 BC. He established a 
library in the Lyceum which helped him to produce many of his hundreds of books on papyrus 
scrolls.

Though Aristotle wrote many elegant treatises and dialogues for publication, only around a third of 
his original output has survived

Aristotle travelled with his pupil Theophrastus to the island of Lesbos, where together they 
researched the botany and zoology of the island

Aristotélēs; Estagira, 384 a.C. – Atenas, 322 a.C.

he counsels Alexander to be "a leader to the Greeks and a despot to the barbarians, to look after 
the former as after friends and relatives, and to deal with the latter as with beasts or plants".[13] 

By 335 BC, Aristotle had returned to Athens, establishing his own school there known as the 
Lyceum. 



  

His most important treatises include Physics, 
Metaphysics, Nicomachean Ethics, Politics, 
On the Soul and Poetics. Aristotle studied 
and made significant contributions to "logic, 
metaphysics, mathematics, physics, biology, 
botany, ethics, politics, agriculture, medicine, 
dance, and theatre."[15]

Plato (left) and Aristotle in 
Raphael's 1509 fresco, The 
School of Athens.



  

René Descartes  31 March 1596 – 11 February 1650)  was a French philosopher, scientist, and 
mathematician,



  

he rejected the splitting of corporeal substance into matter and form; second, he rejected any 
appeal to final ends, divine or natural, in explaining natural phenomena.[24] In his theology, he 
insists on the absolute freedom of God's act of creation. Refusing to accept the authority of 
previous philosophers, Descartes frequently set his views apart from the philosophers who 
preceded him. In the opening section of the Passions of the Soul, an early modern treatise on 
emotions, Descartes goes so far as to assert that he will write on this topic "as if no one had written 
on these matters before." 

René Descartes  31 March 1596 – 11 February 1650)  was a French philosopher, scientist, and 
mathematician,

He laid the foundation for 17th-century continental rationalism



  

Discurso sobre o método

I entirely abandoned the study of letters. Resolving to seek no knowledge other than that of which 
could be found in myself or else in the great book of the world, I spent the rest of my youth 
traveling, visiting courts and armies, mixing with people of diverse temperaments and ranks, 
gathering various experiences, testing myself in the situations which fortune offered me, and at all 
times reflecting upon whatever came my way to derive some profit from it.

Graduation registry for Descartes at the University of Poitiers, 1616
In accordance with his ambition to become a professional military officer in 1618, Descartes joined, 
as a mercenary, the Protestant Dutch States Army in Breda under the command of Maurice of 
Nassau,[34] and undertook a formal study of military engineering, as established by Simon Stevin.

René Descartes  31 March 1596 – 11 February 1650)  was a French philosopher, scientist, and 
mathematician,
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